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SiCN:H antireflective and passivation films deposited from liquid organosilicon
with low and microwave frequency PECVD.
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Nitride or carbide thin films, classically grown by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor

Deposition using low (LF) or radio-frequency excitation, are used in photovoltaic

industry due to their antireflective and passivating properties. Problems lie in use of

silane and low deposition rates for costs reduction. This work compares silicon

carbonitride (SiCN:H) thin films deposited by microwave (MW) and LF plasma using

liquid precursor TetraMethylSilane. LF plasma reactor is a conventional batch type

(35kHz pulsed discharge) one. The MW reactor is a cylindrical chamber with four

microwave coaxial applicators connected to a 2,45GHz-1200W generator. Substrate

holder can be biased by using LF generator (50kHz). Correlation between Optical

Emission Spectroscopy on H

α

, NH, CH, SiH, C

2

 and CN lines are related to FTIR and

EDS films characterization to identify films changes from nitride-like to carbide-like

according to the TMS/NH

3

 gas ratio. Refractive index increases with TMS/NH

3

 and

main absorption band (600-1300cm

-1

), corresponding to structural SiN, SiC bonds is

similar between LF and MW deposits. SiH and NH

x

 bonds present same contents.

EDS confirm insertion of carbon when TMS/NH

3

 increases. However, for low

TMS/NH

3

 ratio (nitrides), C content remains relatively high. Correlation between FTIR

and optical properties shows that refractive index is determined by Si-C/Si-N bond

ratio. Finally, LF and MW coatings dangling bonds densities are evaluated by Electron

Spin Resonance. Results highlight that dangling bonds are mainly hold by Si-Si bonds

and few by N-H for nitrides, or C-H bonds for carbides. Dangling bonds density for LF

films is similar to MW ones. Regarding passivating properties, LF coatings present

150-to-290µs minority carriers lifetime while MW ones are lower than 10µs :

explanations could be related to first steps of MW films growth.
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